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Abstract: Tyre pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) are electronic devices that monitor tyre pressure
in vehicles. Existing systems rely on wheel speed sensors or pressure sensors. They rely on batteries
and radio transmitters, which add to the expense and complexity. There are two types of basic
tyres: non-pneumatic and pneumatic tyres. Non-pneumatic tyres lack air and combine the tyre
and wheel into a single unit. When it comes to noise reduction, durability, and shock absorption,
pneumatic tyres are more valuable than non-pneumatic tyres. In this study, nitrogen-filled pneumatic
tyres were considered due to the uniform pressure management property. Additionally, nitrogen
has less of an effect on thermal expansion than regular air-filled tyres. This work aimed to offer a
deep learning approach for TPMS. An accelerometer captured vertical vibrations from a moving
vehicle’s wheel hub, which were then converted in the form of vibration plots and categorized using
pretrained networks. The most popular pretrained networks such as AlexNet, GoogLeNet, ResNet-50
and VGG-16 were employed in this study. From these pretrained networks, the best-performing
pretrained network was determined and suggested for TPMS by varying the hyperparameters such
as learning rate (LR), batch size (BS), train-test split ratio (TR), and solver (SR). Findings: A higher
classification accuracy of 97.20% was obtained while using ResNet-50.

Keywords: deep learning; TPMS; nitrogen; pneumatic tyres; AlexNet; GoogLeNet; ResNet-50; VGG-16

1. Introduction

The circular-shaped components that surround the rims of automobiles to strengthen
the axial load are called tyres. There are two types of basic tyres—non-pneumatic and
pneumatic. The majority of passenger car and bicycle tyres are air-inflated structures. As
they roll, these tyres provide the passenger with a flexible cushion effect by absorbing
vertical vibrations. Non-pneumatic tyres lack air and combine the tyre and wheel into a
single unit. These tyres are found in specialized vehicles such as riding lawnmowers and
tractors. When it comes to noise reduction, durability, and shock absorption, pneumatic
tyres are more valuable than non-pneumatic tyres [1]. Pneumatic tyres are classified as
bias-ply, radial-ply, or belted-ply, depending on how they are made. Nowadays, nitrogen-
filled tyres in cars are common as they have the ability to keep constant tyre pressure [2].
Nitrogen has a lesser impact on thermal expansion when compared to ordinary air-filled
tyres; it also acts as a cooling agent to the tyres when they are used for long distance travel
and it also reduces fuel consumption due to the decrease in vibration velocity [3]. One of
the primary advantages of using nitrogen to fill tyres is its ability to sustain tyre pressure
consistently over time. Nitrogen molecules are larger and less permeable than oxygen
molecules, which are commonly found in air-filled tyres, resulting in slower pressure loss.
This feature can help to keep tyre pressure at the appropriate level, resulting in increased
rolling resistance and improved fuel efficiency [4,5]. In this study, we considered pneumatic
tyres filled with nitrogen air. The tyre utilized in this research was labelled 145/70 R12
69 T. The tyre width is 145 mm, the construction type is radial, and 70% of the width is
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taken up by the side wall. The radial structure is represented by the letter ‘R’. The tyre
requires a rim size of 12 inches. The load index value is ‘69’; the maximum allowed load
is reflected by it. In this situation, ‘69’ is 325 kg. The speed rating code ‘T’ indicates the
tyre’s maximum safe speed. In this example, ‘T’ = 190 km/h. Figure 1 displays a sample
of a radial tyre; it contributes to comfort and fuel efficiency, and therefore it is frequently
utilized in automobiles.
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TPMS are vehicle electronic devices that monitor tyre pressure. The TPMS can track
each individual tyre’s pressure and display tyre pressure data to the driver. Direct TPMS
(DTPMS) systems measure air pressure within the tyre using barometric pressure sensors,
whereas indirect methods depend on external characteristics such as wheel radius. Ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s recommendations, excellent handling and fuel economy
are achieved by inflating the tyre. DTPMS rely on temperature sensors and barometric
pressure, which are integrated. Indirect TPMS (ITPMS) indirectly measures pressure and
tyre condition using wheel speed sensors and data are sent to the controlling unit.

The benefits of ITPMS include low costs, dependability and ease of maintenance.
IT-PMS research prospects in current emerging technologies such as deep learning, artificial
intelligence, machine learning, and so on, have gained widespread recognition in recent
years [6].

(a) Deep Learning-based ITPMS: Deep learning algorithms have been shown to be ef-
fective at detecting anomalies and predicting failures in various systems, including
ITPMS. Researchers have developed deep learning-based ITPMS that can accurately
predict tyre pressure deviations and alert the driver when the pressure drops be-
low the recommended level. Overall, the study demonstrates the potential of using
machine learning and simulation tools to develop indirect tyre-pressure monitoring
systems, which can provide a cost-effective and efficient solution for monitoring tyre
pressure in vehicles [7].

(b) Machine Learning-based ITPMS: Machine learning algorithms have been applied to
ITPMS to analyse tyre pressure data and identify patterns that can indicate potential
tyre failures. Machine learning-based ITPMS can predict tyre failures with high
accuracy and provide early warning to drivers, helping them to avoid accidents.
Overall, the study provides valuable insights into the development of an indirect
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TPMS using machine learning techniques. It demonstrates the potential of ML in
accurately predicting tyre pressure and lays out a methodology for developing such
systems. The study has important implications for ride comfort, safety, and optimum
vehicle handling performance, and has the potential to contribute to the development
of more efficient and cost-effective TPMS solutions [8].

(c) Intelligent tyre management: AI-powered tyre management systems can use data
from ITPMS sensors to optimize tyre performance and longevity. For example, they
can recommend tyre rotations and pressure adjustments based on driving conditions
and usage patterns. Overall, the study provides an overview of the current state of
TPMS and presents a self-designed TPMS system that can effectively monitor tyre
pressure and ensure safety while driving [9].

(d) Real-time monitoring: Advanced analytics and AI can be used to process data from
ITPMS sensors in real-time, providing drivers with up-to-date information on their
tyre pressure and temperature. This can help prevent accidents and improve fuel
efficiency. Overall, the study demonstrates the potential of using an ANN-based
method for tyre pressure monitoring, which can simplify the data pre-processing and
improve the response speed and working range of the system. This can ultimately
enhance driving safety and reduce the risk of accidents caused by deflated tyres [10].

1.1. Related Works

This section outlines the existing research studies and experiments related to TPMS,
including those that have addressed the limitations of early TPMS systems. Some of these
studies have employed sophisticated signal processing and spectrum analysis methods to
detect underinflated tyres, while others have focused on monitoring wheel balance and
tyre pressure through frequency spectrum analysis and vibration measurements of the tyre.
The biggest disadvantage of this technology is that it does not detect when all four tyres
are underinflated at the same time. Later investigations, however, corrected this flaw using
sophisticated signal processing and spectrum analysis methods. According to Schuring
et al. [11] the increase in fuel efficiency caused by tyre stiffness occurs when the rolling
resistance coefficient decreases. Robinson et al. [12] set up an experiment in which a tyre
was struck with a hammer to create vibrations while an accelerometer was mounted to the
tyre. In a separate study, Craighead et al. [13] recommended employing frequency spectrum
analysis and vibration measurements of the tyre under typical operating conditions to
determine wheel balance and tyre pressure. The accuracy of the imbalance measure that
was created was less than 12%. Tyre lifespan is proportional to tyre pressure. A 1% change
in tyre pressure can increase total fuel consumption by 2% and reduce tyre life by 25%.
Chandolikar et al. [14] suggested several energy harvesting strategies utilizing TPMS and
came to the conclusion that piezoelectric sensors are important in TPMS. Some of the
technologies that are only used in commercial vehicles use the Vehicle Stability Sensor
and GPS to measure tyre pressure and radius [15]. Fuzzy logic was applied to a strain-
based technique by Garcia-Pozuelo et al. to track rolling speed, vertical load, and inflation
pressure [16].

The investigations based on the ITPMS method must acquire traction. Svensson et al. [17]
presented an ITPMS using supervised machine learning. In general, numerous noteworthy
experiments in the fields of DTPMS and ITPMS were carried out. However, just a few
experiments have been conducted to detect both tyre balance and tyre pressure using ITPMS.
Furthermore, adequate attention should be placed on trials based on machine learning.
Anoop et al. have proposed various machine learning algorithms for a tyre pressure
monitoring system, which require a deeper understanding of feature engineering [18–20].

1.2. Research Gap

The major disadvantage of TPMS technology is that it does not detect when all four
tyres are underinflated at the same time. While later investigations have corrected this flaw
using advanced signal processing and spectrum analysis methods, only a few experiments
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have been conducted to detect both tyre balance and tyre pressure using indirect TPMS
and machine learning approaches. Therefore, there is a research gap in developing a
comprehensive TPMS system that can accurately detect both tyre balance and tyre pressure
using indirect TPMS and machine learning approaches.

1.3. Technical Contribution

This work proposes a unique strategy for developing a TPMS. This system can detect
both tyre balance and tyre pressure using indirect methods and deep learning approaches.
To achieve this, the proposed system uses vibration signals acquired from an accelerometer
as input. The deep learning model is trained on a dataset consisting of vibration signals
and corresponding tyre pressure and balance values. The developed system is expected
to provide an accurate and reliable solution for monitoring tyre pressure and balance in
vehicles. CNN are the core building blocks of deep learning that are used to extract detailed
information from visual input. CNN is frequently utilized as one of the most successful
methods for object identification, speech recognition and defect detection. Table 1 lists
numerous significant articles that demonstrate the usage of CNN in automated systems. In
this work, TPMS was carried out utilizing well-known and entrenched pretrained deep
learning models such as ResNet-50 [21], GoogLeNet [22], VGG-16 [23] and AlexNet [24].
The network models described above are referred to as “pretrained”, since they were trained
using a variety of existing datasets including a diverse collection of classes and objects.
As a result of their training, these pretrained networks have past knowledge that can be
transferred and utilized to address specific issues (transfer of knowledge to a different
domain). Transfer learning refers to the process of transferring knowledge. Algorithmic
advancements in recent years have increased the level of categorization accuracy to a
greater extent. In this study, the efficacy of several pretrained networks was examined to
determine tyre condition using images produced from vibration signals. Experiments on
pretrained networks were carried out by modifying several hyperparameters such as the
train–test split ratio (TR), solver (SR), batch size (BS) and learning rate (LR). The results
were analysed and summarized in order to establish the optimal network for TPMS.

Table 1. Several studies on DL-based techniques for mechanical systems.

Reference Deep Learning Technique Mechanical
System

[25] CNN with wavelet transformation Motor Bearing
[26] CNN Roller Bearing
[27] Hierarchical CNN
[28] CNN Centrifugal pump
[29] Stacked auto encoder
[30] Recurrent neural network

Gear box[31] Deep belief network and sparse auto encoder
[32] Generative adversarial network
[33] SVM

Cutting tool[34] Principle Component Analysis and DT

[35]
ANNBFIS, Free Forward Back Propagation and

Free Forward Back Propagation Neural
Network

[36] Deep learning

The technical contribution of this effort is highlighted by the analysis of four tyre
conditions, namely high pressure, puncture, idle, and normal. To achieve this, signals
received from a sensor were collected and plotted as images. These images were then used
as inputs for pretrained networks such as ResNet-50, GoogLeNet, VGG-16, and AlexNet,
which were utilized in TPMS testing for a vehicle. By adjusting key parameters such as LR,
SR, BS, and TR, the accuracy of the pretrained networks was examined, and the optimal
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network for TPMS was identified based on the results obtained. The overall workflow of
the methodology is presented in Figure 2.
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2. Experimental Procedures

This section describes in detail the experimental setup and the technique used to
perform tyre condition monitoring with pretrained neural networks.

2.1. Experimental Setup

To conduct the experiment, a vehicle with front-wheel drive was chosen and vertical
vibration signals were obtained from the rear left wheel axis, which had a nitrogen-filled
pneumatic tyre. A waterproof tri-axial MEMS accelerometer (MMA7361L) with a resonant
frequency of 6 kHz, a frequency range of 1 to 400 Hz, and a sensitivity of 206 mV/g was
applied to the rear left wheel hub. The accelerometer was oriented to measure vertical
vibrations along the Y axis, which was the main focus of the study. The experiment was
not carried out on a static test rig inside a laboratory. In order to make the study as realistic
as possible, the vehicle (car) was driven on a national highway in India (the road condition
is reasonably good) and the signals were acquired. The sensor was mounted on the top
surface of the axle (that is not rotating) using an adhesive mounting technique. The sensor
cables were then taken to the front seat and connected to the DAQ cord which in turn was
connected to a laptop for data acquisition. Figure 3 depicts the specific MEMS accelerometer
that was utilized to gather vibration data for this investigation.
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2.2. Data Acquisition

To enable digital signal processing and signal conditioning, an appropriate data
acquisition device (DAQ) was utilized to collect and convert analogue signals from the
accelerometer. For this study, the NI USB-6001 was selected, as it provides 12 input channels,
a 14-bit resolution, and a maximum sampling rate of 20 kS/s. The NI LabVIEW software
2013 interface was utilized to establish a connection between the DAQ output and the
computer system. The accelerometer’s analogue vibrations were captured and converted
into digital signals by the DAQ system, with a shield wire employed to minimize the
effects of external electronic interference. Finally, the DAQ output was connected to the
monitoring computer system through the NI LabVIEW software interface.

2.3. Experimental Procedure

This study focused on the analysis of a tyre that was in a balanced condition, meaning
no additional weight was added beyond the existing balancing weight (40 g). Data were
collected for various pressure conditions, including High, Normal, Punctured, and Idle.

• For the Normal condition, a tyre pressure of 31 psi was selected based on the man-
ufacturer’s specifications, and experiments were conducted at speeds ranging from
10 km/h to 100 km/h within the legal speed limits on National Highway India;

• For the High pressure condition, a tyre pressure of 40 psi was selected, and signals
were collected with the help of a tri-axial MEMS accelerometer at speeds ranging from
10 km/h to 100 km/h on National Highway India;

• The Punctured condition was simulated with a tyre pressure of 19 psi for safety
reasons, as selecting 0 psi could potentially cause an accident. The proposed network
was designed to alert the driver when the tyre pressure reaches 19 psi to indicate
a puncture;

• For the Idle condition, vibration signals were taken at a speed of 10 km/h because the
signals collected for the Normal condition could potentially be misclassified, as these
signals were taken at speeds ranging from 10 km/h to 100 km/h.

A total of 240 signals were analysed, with 60 data points extracted for each signal
and converted into corresponding vibration plots. In total, 1200 samples were collected
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under various balance circumstances, with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz and 5000 data
points per sample. Figure 4 represents the vibration signals of different conditions used,
where the x-axis represents the sample number and the y-axis represents the amplitude.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a handy technique for analysing the frequency content
of a signal. Figure 5 shows the variances between the four classes of signals after obtaining
the FFT of the data.
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3. Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs)

CNN uses a set of weights and biases to create a relationship between image attributes
and visual representation through an automatic feature learning method. It uses a hierar-
chical design with three layers: convolution, pooling, and fully connected. The convolution
layer takes input from the input layer, while the pooling layer performs down sampling.
The fully connected layer produces classification results for specific issues (Figure 6). Fully
connected layers use activation functions such as softmax and sigmoid. Pooling layers
reduce the dimensionality of data and minimize computational complexity. Convolution
layers use learnable kernels or filters and can optimize hyperparameters such as depth,
stride, and zero-padding.
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4. Pressure Monitoring of Tyre Using Pre-Trained Network

This study investigated the tyre condition—which is described in this section—using
many pretrained networks. At first, vibration charts were created by recording vibration
signals for different tyre settings (images). According to the input requirements of the
chosen pretrained model, the obtained images were further scaled and pre-processed to
a size of 227 × 227 or 224 × 224. A variety of well-known pretrained network models,
including GoogLeNet, ResNet-50, VGG-16 and AlexNet, were also employed to undertake
image classification and assess the status of the tyre. In this study, transfer learning was
utilized to recover the original values of ImageNet networks. To meet the user-specified
number of classes, a custom dataset was employed, and new layers were utilized to replace
the final output layer. The whole TPMS process employed pretrained networks. The
following is a short rundown of how the pretrained mode was used in this research.
Figure 7 represents the overall workflow.
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Creation and Pre-Processing of Datasets

The vibration data collected in this investigation were used to generate a set of pho-
tographs containing the tyre condition. In this investigation, four circumstances were
considered: Normal, High, Puncture and Idle tyre conditions. The vibration signals ac-
quired were used to generate 240 images, 60 for each class. The collected photos were
downsized to 224× 224 or 227× 227 in order for the input size of the picture to be adequate
for the pretrained network employed. The models used in this study are discussed below:

ResNet-50: The ResNet network, developed by He et al. for the annual ILSVRC 2015,
proved to be the most successful and productive. High convergence rates and precise
categorization were the main benefits of employing the ResNet architecture. The common
objects in context (COCO) dataset served as the training ground for the ResNet architecture
and it was created using the remaining units. Numerous ResNet topologies are possible
due to the number of layers and residual units available. Identities being shortened, in
which the identity of the output value is the same as the identity of the input value, is what
allowed for the creation of the ResNet design. ResNet features fully linked layers with
convolution pooling, much as other networks. ResNet and VGG networks have comparable
architectures. However, because the latter is eight times deeper, it includes eight times as
many learnable parameters. The ResNet-50 [21] architecture consists of one fully linked
layer and 49 convolutional layers.

GoogLeNet: The architecture of GoogLeNet [22] consists of 22 layers and has various
applications in robotics, adversarial training and facial recognition. The network is made
up of nine inception modules that are coupled to four convolutions, four max pooling
layers, three softmax layers, five fully connected layers and three average pooling layers.
A ratio of 0.5 is utilized by the dropout layer to support the activation function used
in entirely connected layers; this is referred to as ReLU. The GoogLeNet architecture
inception modules enable the network to deal with progressively difficult computer vision
problems. The main benefit of using inception modules is the ability to identify complicated
characteristics through changes in convolution layer filter size. A technique such as this can
help reduce computational complexity and time. The GoogLeNet architecture, although
having 22 layers and a powerful look, has fewer trainable parameters than AlexNet.

AlexNet: The network is made up of 11 layers. The large number of layers in the
network increases feature extraction. The picture input layer is a pre-processing layer in
our deep learning system that reduces the input frame spatial resolution from 640 × 480 to
227 × 227 in order to reduce the computing cost of the system. Furthermore, the number
of components has a negative influence on speed. The first layer of the AlexNet [24]
is the convolution layer with dimensions of 227 × 227 × 3 for height, width and depth,
respectively. Following the convolution layer are the maximum pooling and normalising
layers. The last layer is the softmax, which is in charge of categorization. The model is
composed of five convolutional layers and three fully linked layers.

VGG-16: The 2014 ImageNet competition saw architectural innovations with consid-
erable speed and extensive stacking. To accomplish efficient convolution, the VGG network
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was built with the goal of stacking deeper network layers with more compact filters. The
title honours the Oxford University researchers who formed the Virtual Geometry Group
(VGG). The VGG network comprises 16 or 19 layers and is far deeper than AlexNet. The
VGG network extracts more unique features by distributing tiny filters (3 × 3) uniformly
across all convolution layers. The network layers were all pooled on a regular basis, which
simplified the network structure. The number of learnable parameters is decreased when
smaller filter sizes are used, which lowers the convolution process dimensional and com-
putational complexity. In the VGG design, deeper, smaller filters are employed rather than
larger, memory-intensive filters. The functioning of 22 convolutional layers was recreated
by the receptive field of the VGG architecture. In the VGG-16 [23] architecture, there are
sixteen convolutional layers that are completely coupled.

5. Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation metrics play a crucial role in measuring the effectiveness of machine learn-
ing models by quantifying their performance in accomplishing the intended task. Several
commonly used evaluation metrics, such as Area Under the Curve (AUC), sensitivity, speci-
ficity, and F1 score, are also commonly used in machine learning and statistical analysis to
evaluate the performance of models.

• Area Under the Curve (AUC) is a metric commonly used in classification problems
to measure the performance of a model predictions. It represents the area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which is a plot of the true positive
rate (sensitivity) against the false positive rate (1-specificity) for different threshold
values. AUC ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating better performance.

AUC =
(True Positive × True Negative)− (False Positive × False Negative)
(True Positive + False Negative)× (False Positive + True Negative)

.

• Specificity is also commonly used in classification problems and measures the pro-
portion of true negatives (correctly classified negatives) out of all actual negatives.
Specificity can be useful in situations where the costs of false positives and false
negatives are different.

Specificity =
(True Positive)

(True Positive + False Negative)
.

• Precision measures the proportion of correctly classified positive instances out of the
total number of instances predicted as positive. It is defined as follows:

Precision =
(True Positive)

(True Positive + False Positive)
.

• Recall measures the proportion of correctly classified positive instances out of the total
number of actual positive instances. It is defined as follows:

Recall =
(True Positive)

(True Positive + False Negative)
.

• The F1 score is a metric that combines precision and recall, which are also commonly
used in classification problems. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall, and ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating better performance.

F1 Score = 2 × (Precision × Recall)
(Precision + Recall)

.

• Accuracy is one of the most commonly used evaluation metrics. It measures the
proportion of correctly classified instances out of the total number of instances. It is
defined as follows:
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Accuracy =
(Number of correctly classified instances)

(Total number of instances)
.

6. Results and Discussion

The effectiveness of the pretrained models (GoogLeNet, VGG-16, ResNet-50 and
AlexNet) as problem monitors is evaluated in this section. On the basis of modifications to
the SR, LR, BS, and TR, four experiments were conducted. The transfer learning package
and deep learning toolbox were both used in MATLAB R2020a desktop to complete all of
the tests. The particular experimental studies are elaborated below.

6.1. Impact of Train-Split Ratio (TR)

The resulting dataset was divided into two groups using the TR that was testing
and training the data. The pretrained network was trained using training data, and
the trained model was obtained for a specific dataset using testing data. Six TR were
evaluated for the pretrained networks that this study looked at, and default settings for
a number of hyperparameters were supplied to guarantee uniformity. For the purpose
of determining the ideal TR, the hyperparameters 10 BS, 0.0001 LR, and SGDM SR were
left unaltered. Figure 8 displays the results of many pretrained networks with various
train–test split ratios.
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Figure 8. Pretrained network performance with variable TR.

Figure 8 demonstrates how the TR affects the performance of the pretrained network.
Figure 8 shows that, for a TR of 0.85, AlexNet and GoogLeNet have the highest classification
accuracies at 94.4% and 83.3%, respectively, while ResNet-50 and VGG-16 have the highest
classification accuracies at 89.4% and 91.7 for a TR of 0.8, respectively.

6.2. Impact of Solvers

Algorithms used to minimize the loss value and improve the performance of the
model during a training process are known as solvers or optimizers. Three different solvers
(Adam, Sgdm and RMSprop) were used to examine the performance of the model. The
best or ideal TR for each model was chosen to be 0.85 for AlexNet and GoogLeNet and
0.8 for VGG-16 and ResNet-50. Figure 9 shows the effectiveness of the pretrained model
under various load conditions and solvers. By altering the optimizers, we can see how well
the pretrained networks perform. From Figure 9 we are able to see that ResNet-50 has a
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classification accuracy of 97.2 and performed better when the Adam optimizer was used.
GoogLeNet, AlexNet and VGG-16 acquired classification accuracies of 83.3%, 94.4% and
91.7%, respectively, and performed better when the sgdm solver was used.
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Figure 9. Performance of pretrained network for various solver.

6.3. Impact of Learning Rate (LR)

The learning rate is a hyperparameter that controls how much you update your
network weights. The optimum learning rate may be difficult to identify since a low
learning rate increases computation time while a high learning rate leads to wasteful
training. This study employed three training rates (0.001, 0.0003, and 0.0001) to assess
the performance of the model. For GoogLeNet and AlexNet, the hyperparameters were
kept as (0.85 TR, sgdm solver), for ResNet-50 the hyperparameters were kept as (0.8 TR,
Adam solver) and for VGG-16 the hyper parameters were kept as (0.8 TR and sgdm). The
performances of the pretrained models at various degrees of learning rate are shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10 indicates that the performance of each pretrained network changes as the
learning rate changes. AlexNet, GoogLeNet and VGG-16 each obtained a highest accuracy
of 94.4%, 88.9% and 93.8%, respectively, at a learning rate of 0.0003. ResNet-50, on the other
hand, achieved 97.2% classification accuracy and an LR of 0.0001. A model that categorizes
items more accurately implies that it has learned the attributes efficiently and that the error
value is lower.

6.4. Impact Batch Size (BS)

Batch size is a machine learning phrase that refers to the number of training samples
used in one iteration. Batch normalization addresses a fundamental issue known as internal
covariate shift. It assists in the appearance of data travelling across intermediate layers of
the neural network, allowing you to apply a speedier learning pace. It has a regularizing
effect, which means it may commonly eliminate dropout. Based on the experimental data
reported in the preceding sections, the performance of the pretrained models used in this
study was assessed using the top-performing hyperparameters for various BS (8, 10, 16,
24 and 32). The hyperparameters for GoogLeNet and AlexNet were retained at (0.85 TR,
sgdm solver, 0.0003 LR), ResNet-50 at (0.8 TR, Adam solver, 0.0001), and VGG-16 at (0.8 TR,
sgdm solver and 0.0003 LR). The performance of the pretrained models at various degrees
of learning rate were shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 demonstrates that altering the batch size has only minor impacts. For various
batch sizes, every pretrained model showed an improvement in classification accuracy. For
instance, ResNet-50 and AlexNet achieved 97.2% and 94.4% accuracy for batch sizes 10 and
16, respectively, whereas the Google Neural Network reached 83.3% accuracy for batch size
16. For a batch size of 32, VGG-16 obtained a total accuracy of 93.8% across all networks.
The training process was sped up since a larger batch size implies less time spent training.
The capacity of the network to generalize, however, declines as batch sizes increase.

6.5. Comparative Analysis of Trained Models

How to evaluate the effectiveness of pretrained neural networks is covered in this
section. Table 2 lists the ideal hyperparameters for enhancing the performance of the
pretrained models based on the experimental findings from the preceding sections. The
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overall effectiveness of the pretrained networks with optimum hyperparameters is shown
in Figure 12. Figure 12 illustrates the greatest performance of ResNet-50 for the specified
ideal hyperparameters. Because of its overall better categorization, classification accuracy,
and quicker processing times, ResNet-50 is advised for TPMS. The confusion matrix of
the ResNet-50 design for TPMS is shown in Figure 13. The general performance level of a
specific model or algorithm is shown via a confusion matrix. In relation to the examples
categorized in the main diagonal, the confusion matrix was evaluated. The elements on
the major diagonal reflect examples that were successfully categorized, whereas the other
non-diagonal elements show occurrences that were incorrectly classified. According to the
confusion matrices, the ResNet-50 architecture delivered correct classification accuracy for
all situations with no misclassifications except normal (one instance is misclassified as high).
Misclassification can occur for a variety of reasons, including noise interruption, poor signal
quality, and signal similarity between recorded signals. The absence of misclassification
instances implies that the network has learned all of the features well and that the loss
during training is low. As a result of the observations obtained, ResNet-50 is recommended
as the best-performing network for TPMS. Figure 14 represents the training process of
ResNet-50 for TPMS. The pretrained networks with their best hyperparameters were
evaluated with the help of a confusion matrix using AUC, precision, F1_score, specificity
and accuracy, shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Best hyperparameters for the pretrained models.

Pretrained
Model

Hyperparameters

TR BS SR LR

GoogLeNet 0.85 16 SGDM 0.0003
VGG-16 0.80 32 SGDM 0.0003

ResNet-50 0.80 10 ADAM 0.0001
AlexNet 0.85 10 SGDM 0.0003
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Table 3. Evaluation metrics for the pretrained networks.

Pretrained
Network

Evaluation Metrics

AUC Precision F1_Score Specificity Accuracy (%)

AlexNet 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.98 93.7
ResNet-50 0.84 0.97 0.97 0.99 97.2

GoogLeNet 0.71 0.82 0.82 0.94 82.9
VGG-16 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.98 93.4

6.6. Analyses of Other Innovative Works in Contrast

A comparison analysis was undertaken in this part to illustrate how the proposed
approach outperforms other cutting-edge research accessible in the literature. Table 4
compares the results of several methods to the recommended technique. Table 4 demon-
strates that the proposed approach exceeds all previous works in the table by achieving a
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classification accuracy of 97.20%. The random forest method had the highest classification
accuracy of 95.00%, followed by the regression algorithm, random committee classifier and
K-star, which had values of 91.25%, 90.41% and 89.16% respectively.

Table 4. Performance comparison using cutting-edge approaches.

Classification Accuracy (%) Reference

Random forest 95.00 [37]
Regression algorithm 91.25 [38]

random committee classifier 90.40 [39]
K-Star 89.16 [19]

Proposed methodology 97.20

7. Conclusions

This study talks about the integration of TPMS with a deep learning technique for
better performance and accuracy. The condition of the tyre was determined using vibration
plots with the help of a pretrained network. Four deep learning models—GoogLeNet,
VGG-16, ResNet-50 and AlexNet—were employed in this study. High, Idle, Punctured
and Normal test cases were considered in this study. The vibration signals were con-
verted and processed by the pretrained network, which can deliver precise classification
results. In order to provide a complete machine learning strategy, CNN layers comprise
the pretrained networks that work together to accomplish classification, selection, and
feature extraction. According to experimental findings, the adopted networks may learn
complicated characteristics and provide credible classification results for analysing the
TPMS. By tweaking a number of them, including the SR, TR, BS and LR, the optimum
hyperparameters for each network were discovered. From the above results, we were able
to conclude that ResNet-50 was the best performing network with 97.20% classification
accuracy over the other suggested pretrained networks. One advantage of using deep
learning techniques for TPMS is that they can effectively learn and extract features from the
complex vibration signals, which may not be possible using traditional signal processing
techniques. Additionally, the use of pretrained networks can reduce the amount of data and
time required for training the models, making it a more efficient approach. However, one
potential limitation of this approach is that it may require a large amount of labelled data
to effectively train the models. Additionally, the accuracy of the models may be affected by
factors such as variations in tyre and road conditions, which can affect the vibration signals.
In terms of novelty, the study contributes to the growing body of research on using deep
learning for TPMS. The use of multiple pretrained networks and hyperparameter tuning to
achieve higher accuracy is a novel approach, and the study findings on the best-performing
model (ResNet-50) can inform future research in this area.

Future works: There are several potential areas for future research that could build
upon the findings of this study and further advance the use of deep learning in TPMS and
related fields. One possibility is the development of more robust models that can handle
variations in tyre and road conditions. Additionally, exploring the use of additional sensor
data, such as temperature or pressure, could further improve the accuracy of the models.
Another direction for future work could be investigating the feasibility of implementing
this approach in real-time systems, such as in-vehicle TPMS. This could involve addressing
challenges such as the need for real-time data processing and the limited computational
resources available in these systems. Furthermore, utilizing LSTM instead of CNN could
also be explored. The potential applications of this approach beyond TPMS could include
predictive maintenance for other types of machinery that generate vibration signals.
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